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"! kept bouncing off of the walls."

by Bruce Me tealIf

THIS is a set-up but often it isn : (Tim Kern photo)

tuition

(CPS)—A student borrower
fails to make a scheduled loan
payment. 'Hie bank waits awhile,
then attempts to collect. If a
payment isn't made within 120
days, the loan is certified uncollectable. The student has de
faulted.
Nearly one in every four students who use federally insured
loans for tuition purposes will
default this year, according to
the estimates of the General
A c c o u n t i n g Office (GAO).
Though the federal government
assumes ths loss, the bill ultimsiely lands on the taxpayer's
doorstep. That bill, says the
GAO, could be as high as a h.ilf
billion dollars
And the yearly default rate
shows a steady increase. Senator
Claiborne Pell (D-RI) recently
icnorted that the rave of defaults

is expected to climb from last
year's 14% to more than 18%
and level off at 24.3%.
Why? With the cost of college
degree almost doubling over the
last ten years, more and more
students have found borrowing
necessary. But as they leave
school, they face an increasingly
restricted job rr^rket and a tight
money market.
"We get a lot of letters requesting deferments because of
unemployments," said K A
Holcomb, head of Northern
Illinois University's Accounts
Receivable Office. He noted that
a large number of the defaulters
are dropouts who have poor job
prospects.
Msny students who do graduate have faced the reality of
their depleted funds and uncertain earning power by declaring

Cars towed for
some violations
'

by Gary Floyd

Impoundment Isn't jus" what
the Nixon administration did to
funds, it's also what Campus
Security does to soiw parking
violators.
Impoundment, the act of towing a car away and keeping it
until a fee is paid, has been

practiced at Wright State for at
least three years, according to
Parking and' Security director
Richard Grewe.
According to Grewe, a car will
be impounded should it be
parked unauthorized in an " A "
(reserved) or "H'" (handicapped)
parking spot, or cars parked in a
[Continued or p 2 ]

bankruptcy upon receiving their
diplomas. Almost 2.500 students
filed for bankruptcy during
1974, leaving unpaid $3 million
in loans.
Those who simply stop payments on loans ruin their credit
rating.
The ranks of the defaulters
have swollen for yet another
reason. In alaiming numbers profit—seeking schools which have
e x p l o i t e d federally—insured
student loans in recruiting have
folded. When they close, they
leave t h o u s a n d s of angry
students half way through a program, unable to find work and
determined not to pay back
loans for an incomplete education. The GAO has estimated
that students at these proprietary schools will make up 58%
of the defaults on currentlyy
outstanding federally- insured
loans.
US Education Commissioner
Terrel H Bell called the figure
•'shocking" and promised that
new regulations would provide
for closer monitoring of these
institutions—and for their suspension if it were necessary.
Senator Pell added that many
proprietary schools give their admissions officers "commissions
to enroll students" but o f t f n
can't explain loan obligations to
students. Such institutions, he
suggested, should be dropped
from the loan program,
legislators and educators have

been hard at work investigating
other causes and effects of loan
defaulting. "We now have data
to detect where potential abuses
are taking place," said Commissioner Bell. Steps have been
taken, he continued, that should
reduce the rate to 12%. They
include:
(Continued on p 8 ]

Drugs. You hear that word a
lot, lately. What makes a person
try drugs? What do they do to
you? And how does the use
abuse of drugs affect your life?
There is at least one person on
campus who knows the answers
to most of the questions. The
answers turn out to be rather
disturbing The Guardian talked
with this person about his addiction to drugs and his ongoing
battle to throw off the addiction.
One of the things that we
found out about drugs is that if
you are a user of drugs, or a
f o r m e r user, the "straight
Johns" give you a rough way to
go"Better watch out for him.
He's a user. He does dope." The
implication is that there's something freaky about a person who
has become addicted to dope.
Straight people treat an addict
much the way they w ould treat
a leper (or at least used to),
shouting, "unclean, unclean!"
Since the job of getting straight
is a hassle of monumenta 1 proportions. anyway, we will identify the ex-addict only .'•s Jerry.
Jerry first tried dope at the age
of nineteen, in Germany. Next
came Woodstock where Jerry
got turned on to downers,
"I can't go uppers," says Jerry.
"They knot my stomach, I'm a
hyper person, anyway. I don't
need that."
Jerry was into music and was
in a group. The group was into
drugs- not really strung out at
first, just a pop now and then to
get high or to shut out frustra
tion.
And there was Money problems. A music group on the way
up doesn't necessarih make
heavy bread or regu'ar btead
for that matter. The answer
(Continued on p 21

Faculty salaries
by Bob Zeid
The Guardian, following the
publication of the faculty salary
story in the October 28 issue,
received phone calls by some
faculty members, questioning
the validity of some statistics
outlined in the story.
The statistics, as mentioned in
an editor's note, were gathered
from 344 full-time contracts, as
negotiated last year for 1974-75.
Since the negotiation, positions have changed, so have salaries, The Guurdian regrets any
problems produced by misleading averages or salaried, as this
was not the purpose of publishing the salaries.
It was stated that Alan Spetter
was Assistant Dean of Liberal
Arts, with a salary of $19,700,
and at the time of contract
negotiations he was. But since,
he has returned to the faculty,
and t'rom a 12 month adminis-

trative contract to a nine month
contract. Reliable sources indicate thzt Spetter took a pay cut
from his original salary.
A similar situation occuned
with former Director of Graduate Studies Glen Graham.
Specifically mentioned as
questionable were the averages
of Science and Engineering assistant professors making $18,543,
almost $2000 more than the
average associate professor
($15,900). These averages were
arrived at by adding up the
salaries of all the faculty members for that college of that rank
and dividing by the number ol
(.••nk members.
Marc Low, Assistant Dean of
Science and Engineering, questioned the statbti-3 and asked
for a recompt?-t'.cr.
the figures. Complying wit!> Low's
request, a new vet of averages
was arrived at.
{Continued on

No hope with dope
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Students get impoundment blues
|Continued from p 1 |
manner as to impede traffic or
create a hazard A car may al-so
be impounded should the driver
have a number of unpaid parking
tickets.
"When a car is impounded, we
have to call in a tow truck from
off campus" Grewe said "and
the car is then taken to an
impoundment area near Gaza
house. If the car has been impounded for unpaid tickets, we
won't hold it until the tickets
are paid, but they would still
have to pay the SI5 impoundment fee to get their car back."
Grew.- s.'so said thai cars are
not impounded for non payment
of tickets until the person has
been warned by mail that an
impoundment will take place
should their car be located
"It's possible that a student
may not get a citation" said
Grewe "but the third warning
goes out as registered mail, so
we're pretty sure Ihey get that
warning."
A car, owned by a student
owing over $50 in tickets, was
towed away from a parking
meter area that still had over

three hours of time remaining on
it Grewe admitted that there
may be logic to the defense that
the student, by putting money
in the meter, had in fact rented
that spot. Hut Grewe defended
the impoundment by saying "if
they were off campus, and thenwere warrants outstanding for a
person, I don't think the police
would hesitate to tow the car

"I have to look each individual impoundment individually'
Grewe remarked "and there have
been times when visitors have
had their cars impounded a'ter
following directions from students.
"Our impoundment policy not
only applies to students, but to
faculty and administrators as
well."

Booze in space

P J C S O N . Ariz (I'Pl) A
scientist reported Friday thai
alcohol has been identified in
space.
I)r Patrick Palmer, leader of a
scientific research team at the
Kitt Peak National Radio Astronomy
O b s e r v a t o r y , said
scientists have identified the
.'list molecule found to exist in a
ratural state in space.
It turned out to tie ethanol. or
ethyl alcohol, the kind made on
earth from grain.
Palmer called the discovery a
"milestone." saying scientists
have been searching for four

years to find ethyl alcohol i
space.
Alcohol is formed in space by
a complicated chemicai process
far different from the fermentation employed to make alcoholic
drinks on earth. Palmer said
The research team included
scientists from the University of
Chicago, the University of Maryland. the Center for Astrophysics at Cambridge. Kngland.
the Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research Organization of Australia, the National
Bureau of Standards and the
observatory.

[Continued from p 1J
reemed e«sy. Deal. Jerry and the
group dealt in Akron. Dayton,
Cleveland, Columbus,
Cincinnati, Toledo, all over
Indiana and Pennsylvania.
"We had a big thing going at
one time." says Jerry. "We even
had a couple of albums." Then
the bottom began falling out.
The music industry people said
no more strung out musicians.
"The band finally folded."
said Jerry, "because everybody
was always too loaded to stand
on stage without falling down."
Jerry has been a student at
WSU off and on now for three
years and he's starting over because. as he puts it, "I was too
loaded when I first started out
here. I kept bouncing off the
walls, forgetting about classes,
falling out of chairs I couldn't
handle it."
Jerry stated that he has dropped acid for abou! a year and
has snorted and cheeked heroine
a few times but mainly his bag
was downers.
I was carry ing a 2200 milligram habit. Twenty-four hundred is overdos? level. If I'd kept
going. I would be dead right
now "
Jerry got busted twice but
beat both raps. The first time he
was let go because of insufficient
evidence. The second time.
Jerry's case got hung up in
court. Jerry began to realize that
he was losing friends, including
some people who were dealing
with him
But the real decision came
when his ex-wife asked him to
come to her place for a talk.
Jerry walked in. his wife said
something to him the wrong way
and Jerry almost killed her
"Man, when you're coming
down off of downs, you get
violent, and like the load I was
carrying. I was on the verge of
convulsions. I had her down
getting ready to put her light out
and my little boy came over to
me and said, 'Kiss Mommy,
don't hit Mommy!"

Jerry went to a detoxification
center and the case was dropped.
Jerry had been unaware that he
could beat a charge that way.
"I have a hard time meeting
people. That's one of the reasons
I went on the downs. It was too
easy to just get loaded and say
the hell with people. I'm talking
more now than I u.:<-d to. This
summer I got back into it a little
bit. I was so damned depressed.
"I had a job here at WSU and a
million dollars worth of bills."
Jerry continued. ' T h e only way
to deal with it was not to think
about it and the only way not to
think about it was to get loaded.
I started doing that again and
almost lost my girl over it. I get
frustrated quickly and when I do
I get loaded. It's a copout."
Jerry is working his way back
to the straight world, but it's a
long, painful process. In addition
to the hassle given to him by
fellow students, there is the hassle of trying to find a job.
"That's what the employers
look at, you know- your work
record. When you explain a
blank spot by saying that, you're
a junkie, they automatically say
goodbye,"
We asked Jerry if he had any
advise for mybody thinking
about trying some junk.
"Man, it's so good you don't
ever want to start because you
can't stop. I figure that it took
me five years to get into it. I
mean, really get into it. It's
going to take me at least another
five years to get out of it and
this is only my first year.
"All I can do is say. hey look
where I am. man. One big zero
right now."

Recycle
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Guardian
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Dorothy Franke levels guns at Brown
by Trocey Jayne Thompton
Dorothy Franke. the 7th
House District's Independent
candidate for Congress, visited
WSU Monday and held a
question and answer period from
a soapbox on the quad.
Franke, a New Paris resident,
is basing her campaign on
credibility
in government,
election reform, fair market
practices, an improved quality of
life, and cutting inflation.
Franke, who is opposing
Republican Clarence J Brown,
said he had a poor attendance
record and his voting record
shows a disregard for the
people's needs.
Franke said Brown has voted
against
the
Vocational
Rehabilitation act, the urban
renewal fudns act, and the
disaster loan-small business act.
At the same time, however,
she charged thai Brown has
voted for the B 1 bomber, the
SST, the Foreign Assistance Bill,
and a $5.8 million appropriation
for the development of nerve
gas. She also said he has voted
for an additional $274 million
for South Vietnam.
Ffaf.ke ran aeuinsl Brown in
1972, and garnered 27% of the
votes cast.
Franke called the B-l the
"most
inefficient" defense

weapon ever built. "It's not
necessary for our defense. The
Polaris submarine is more useful
for defense." She is also against
the strident submarine.
When asked about amnesty,
Franke replied, "I believe in
total
amnesty.
It
means
forgetting and there can be no
such thing as partial amnesty.
When depression cools down a
bit. I think we will find that the
Vietnam war will be declared
unconstitutional."
Franke said one good way to
solve wats would be to establish
trade with other countries. "You
do not Tight with your good
customers."
Franke also had a great deal to
say about inflation. "Inflation
has been around for ten years
and we are not going to get riu
of it immediately.
"Two of our strongest allies
are West Germany and Japan.
Inflation comes from rebuilding
our enemies and they have not
repaid us."
Franke said that the abuse of
the credit card has beep one of
the most inflationary devices in
society.
When asked if she considered
the medical school inflationary,
she said, "I don't think anything
is inflationary if it's productive
atid I believe that the medical

building is going to be very
productive."
"I suggested that everybody
from President Ford on down
take a voluntary pay rut to show
they are realiy against inflation,"
she continued.
Asked if she would approve a
student tuition freeze, Franke
said "I think when we talk about
freezes we must talk about
across the board freezes or not
at all. I am interested in making
the dollar worth more."
Franke also said she "called
for the impeachment (of Nixon)
when lie fired Special Prosecutor
Archibald Cox. I think the
American people should know
the truth."
A member of 'he League of
Women Voter's. Franke said she
is also in favor of national health
care programs, mass transit, and
limitation
of Congressional
terms.
"2-four year terms for the
House, 2-six year te:ms for the
Senate. Limitation <vf terms
would eliminate the seniority
system; it would eliminate
political careerists: and it would
give broader representation to
the country."
The 7th district includes
G r e e n e . Clark, Champaign,
Union, and Marion counties, and
also Mad River township.

Congressional candidate Dorothy Franke I Tim Kern photo)

Carlin Audio Reiterates:
The Stereo System We
Sell You For $300 Or $400
Or Whatever Is One We'd
Take Home Ourselves
$447

Book board aids
buyers
by Gail Snyder

Located on the wall across
from the Dean of .Students in
111 Millett is a Book Board, the
purpose of which is to supply
students with a less expensive
means of buying books than
Wright State's own book store
Students simply fill out one of
the slips of paper available ai the
board, putting the name of the
book they are selling, what

JAZZ tonight
PHAROAH
SANDERS

-
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W e at C a r l i n A u d i o e n j o y e v e r y t h i n g a b o u t s t e r e o c o m p o n e n t s .
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w h i c h d e l i v e r s twenty w a t t s of R M S p o w e r p e r c h a n n e l a n d lias
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the S M A L L E R A D V E N T l o u d s p e a k e r s w h i c h c a n r e p r o d u c e all
of the m u s i c that the H A R M A N - K A R D O N 3 3 0 B w i l l d e l i v e r . T o

r j

handle vour r e c o r d s smoothly anil quietly,
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new P t
3044 automatic t u r n t a b l e w h i c h i n c l u d e s the 5 H U R E
M - 9 3 E m a g n e t i c c a r t r i d g e . T h e total p r i c e of this s y s t e m is
o n l y $ 4 4 7 , a s a v i n g s o f $ 7 6 . 85 o v e r t h i e r i n d i v i d u a l p r i c e s .
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MB

audition this fine
323 S a l e m A v e n u e
F a r Hills Avenue.
PROFESSIONAL.
EQUIPMENT.

Gil/y's
810 N Main

Dayton

course the book is used for. the
price they're asking for the
book, and their own name and
phone number.
Immediately after a book is
sold, the seller should remove
the slip from the board, or when
a student sees a book he plans to
buy, he should take the slip off
the board
"I would like the board to be
utilized to a great extent this
quarter, and hopefully get the
students using it more and more
or. at least save them some
money," said Ken Davenport.
Associate Dean of Students.
WIMBORN'E. England (UPI)A judge fined Elijah Edwards
$84 Tuesday for carrying 14
passengers in his car. Eleven of
the passengers were inside and
three rode on the roof,
"I was on a camping holiday
with 14 youngsters from a
church group," Edwards, 37,
said. "One car broke down and
the kids were hungry so I took

w e h a v e c h o s e n the

c o m p o n e n t s y s t e m , j u s t a c r o s s the b r i d g e at
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I
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carlin
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Guardian

OPINION
Student repellent
E v e r y s o o f t e n WSU i s i n v a d e d b y s t r a n g e creatures called high school students.
When
t h e y come i n l a r g e n u m b e r s t h e y c a n c a u s e
problems.
I f t h e y d e s c e n d on t h e " f a s t "
food s e r v i c e a t noon, lunch can become a
dream.
Or i f t h e y i n f e s t t h e R a t h s k e l l e r ,
a b e e r a n d a p l a c e t o s i t down c a n b e c o m e
wishful thinking.
And t h e c o n s t a n t b u z z i n g
" B u y me a b e e r . . . " i s e n o u g h t o d r i v e
anyone insane.
T h e s e p r o b l e m s , and o t h e r s , p r o b a b l y
s t e m f r o m two s o u r c e s , a l a c k o f p r e p a r a t i o n
a n d a s e r i o u s a t t i t u d e p r o b l e m on t h e p a r t
of high school s t u d e n t s .
The f o r m e r s h o u l d not be t o o d i f f i c u l t t o
correct.
!f it cannot, programs b r i n g i n g
unmanageable numbers of h i g h school s t u d e n t s
o n t o t h i s campus s h o u l d be r e c o n s i d e r e d .
Or
the number involved should be b r o u g h t t o a
more manageable l e v e l .
Mien h i g h s c h o o l s t u d e n t s a r e h e r e , i t
w o u l d n ' t h u r t t o i n f e r m them whose s c h o o l
this is.
Many d i f f i c u l t i e s c o u l d b e
s o l v e d b y e n l i g h t e n i n g them t o t h e f a c t t h a t
they are guests here.
If p h r a s e s l i k e "I
t h i n k t h e y s h o u l d n ' t l e t Wright S t a t e peoplei n h e r e r i g h t now" a r e o v e r h e a r d , s o m e o n e ' s
got t h e wrong p e r s p e c t i v e .
If n e i t h e r of t h e s e problems can be
o v e r c o m e , we w o n d e r i f t h e c h e m i s t r y
department can be h i r e d t o invent a h i g h
school student r e p e l l e n t ?

Calley decision

The d e c i s i o n t o f r e e L i e u t e n a n t C a l l e y
o r n o t i s now u p b e f o r e t h e S u p r e m e C o u r t .
IVe f e e l t h a t C a l l e y s h o u l d n o t b e f r e e d u n l e s s
t h e government a l s o g i v e s u n c o n d i t i o n a l amnesty
t o d r a f t e v a d e r s of t h e Vietnam war.
C a l l e y ' s c r i m e , which a l l of t h e o f f i c e r s
o v e r him s h a r e , was a more s e r i o u s c r i m e t h a n
t h a t of d r a f t e v a s i o n .
Ttie c o u r t s h a v e a l r e a d y s h o w n t h e i r r e l u n c t a n c e t o p r o s e c u t e C a l l e y ' s s u p e r i o r s who
a r e r e s p o n s i b l e f o r t h e My L a i m a s s a c r e .
I f t : e S u p r e m e C o u r t d o e s make a d e c i s i o n
o n e way o r t h e o t h . - r a b o u t C a l i e y , t h e n i t
must a l s o a c c e p t t h e d e c i s i o n w h e t h e r o r not
t o d e c l a r e t h e Vietnam war u n c o n s t i t u t i o n a l .
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Snyde comments

Ali vindicates self in ring
Like David stalking Goliath,
like the .'!00 Spartans facing
thousands of Persians, like the
London Spitfires tackling the
pro ision Nazi Messerschmidts,
the Great Black Mouth, the
Mercurial
Man
himself,
Muhainmed Ali, finally has had
his day of reckoning
The victory is his, all's right
with the world.
And what a victory it was. Ali
scored his first big knockout
since he returned to the canvas
ring after a brief, but forced
sabbatical.
What makes it even more of a
victory is the fact that he
knocked out a fighter who was
supposed to have a very good
knockout punch. After all, a
fighter like Joe Krazier does not
get crushed like he was when he
met Foreman unless the fighter
he faces has a powerful
knockout punch.
All's was a superb victory, not
only in the purely boxing sense,
Tiut also in the purely moral
sense.
When Ali claimed religious
sanctuary from being drafted,
the boxing commission, without
the legal proceedings being
finalized, promptly and wrongly
took away Ali's title.
Perhaps this wouldn't have
been so bad if Ali's defense was
proven wrong in court, but it
wasn't.
So it took three years foi Ali
to be vindicated in court, and
seven years for him to be
vindicated in the boxing ring.
My support has always leaned
heavily in Ali's favor, ever since
the "mystery punch" in his
second fight with Liston, a fight
which I viewed on closed circuit.
Some people castigated Ali
because of his arrogant and
bragging ways. But that is the
reason why 1 like Ali. He often
delivers when he brags. As for
his arrogance, well, the world's
greatest living boxer has a right
to be arrogant.
Besides, his poems and ditties
always lent a touch of humor to
a serious sport.
The one of his 1 like the most
is his most recent statement that
he ran in the rain, but didn't get
wet, he was so fast.
Without any pun intended, 1

think Ali lent color to the game
of boxing. It will be a sad day
for me when Ali retires because
then boxing won't be fun any
more.
Until Ali, boxing never gave
me much pleasure, much in the
same way that until Jim
Bouton's Ball Four baseball
wasn't all that exciting, except
for the World Series or seeing a
game in person.
Now. boxing to me is mor.than a sport, it's an event.
Finally. I was happy to see Ail
win simply because of the things
he fought against, like the draft

and the Vietnam war.
It wouldn't be surprising to me
if future historians give part
credit to Ali as one of the
reasons behind the all-volunteer
army now in effect.
That is why Ali's victory
Tuesday night was not only a
boxing victory, but a moral
victory against one of the biggest
mistakes our government has
made.
It gives me my own sense of
personal vindication.
The title thai was taken so
wrongly away now rests where it
belongs.
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Wright Statements

Alcohol is public enemy number one

(Editor's
note:
Keo
Christenson, one of America's
most respected political commentators, is the author of this
issue's Wright Statement. The
Chairman of Political Science at
Miami University in Oxford,
Chrisienson was a contributor to
the President's Commission on
Pornography, and his book Challenge arid Decision was required
reeding for many WSV students.)
by Reo Christenson
While the nation worries about
inflation, recession, energy soaring h e a l t h costs and the
Watergate trials, it largely ignores a social evil which causes
more domestic suffering than all
of these combined. 1 refer to our
ancient false friend—alcohol.
Public enemy number one, no
less.
Ever since the end of Prohibition, we have lost the capacity
to think dispassionately about
drinking. We are preoccupied
with every other social ill the
mind of man can imagine- but
alcohol is shunted aside (except
for a few professional researchers h«~e and Ifcvre) as unworthy of really serious public
concern. The only approvd attitude toward alcohol is: "Excessive drinking is unwise; people
should learn to drink moderately."
As for intellectuals, few things
arouse their scorn so much as an
attack upon drinking. To them,
only country yokels, fundamentalist clergy and prim WCTU
dames with wax fruit on their
hats are still critical of drinking.
The proper response to such
quaint characters is jeers and
c i t e cracks about demon rum,
Puritanism and Carrie Nation.
Cultivated people, after all, are
supposed to be connoisseurs of
fine wines and wine-making.
The attitude of the intellectuals is echoed, of coutse, by
the overwhelming majority of
college students. Students land
professors) who are privatedly
critical of drmking usually take
scrupulous care not to express
their views openly—lest they be
cast into outer social darkness
amidst an avalanche of horselaughs and cat-calls.
Why s h o u l d alcohol be
regarded as one of mankind's
greatest evils? Look at Ihe record. (Or ask Wilbur Mills!)
America now has nine million
alcoholics—people whose lives
and careers arc being destroyed
by alcohol. If any other social
practice took than kind of toll,
we would be appalled beyond
measure; but since it is good old
alcohol, we avert our eyes or at
most, view it with casual concern. But more than the lives of

nine million people arc affected;
probably 25 or 30 million of
their husbands, wives, children
or parents are deeply grieved by
the mental, moral and physical
deterioration of ones they love.
And how many cases history
reveals of men and women of
exceptional artistic or other
creative talent whose lives and
work were drastically shortened
by alcohol! The loss to mankind
is incalculable. Just as alcohol's
role in subverting an entire
race—the American Indian—is
beyond estimation.
Alcohol is involved in half of
our 50,000 annual auto fatalities. Thus 25,000 persons each
year become innocent victims of
drinking drivers. Millions of
Americans were justifiably outraged by th5 senseless annual
slaughter in Vietnam of far
fewer Americans than these—but
these same persons yawn at the
statistics on alcohol's equally
pointless trophies.
To these must be added alcohol's responsibility for half of
our 700,000 auto injuries each
year. Overall, alcohol's highway
toll must stagger tlie mind-the
mind, that is, which is not determined to turn a Wind eye to the
destructive effects of alcohol.
From one-half to two-thirds of
the murders in this country are
attributed to alcohol. We deplore the nation's scandalous
rate of homicides while lightly
dismissing alcohol's role as a
killer. One-third of all suicides
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are chalked up to alcohol. A
high proportion of cases of "battered-child-syndrome" involve
this '"thai substance.
Juvenile court judges beiieve
alcohol is responsible for a substantial percentage of adolescent
crimes—crimes co.nmitted after
the offender's moral brakes have
been weakened by liquor.
Almost one-half of all arrests in
America are related to alcohol.
Alcohol depresses the inhibition control centers of the brain.
Noted authority Marvin Block
writes that "with inhibitions
gone and guards low-Ted, many
individuals engage in sexual ex
perier.ces with persons they
would have shunned had they
not been drinking. The incidence
of venereal disease has risen considerably in the past few years
and all too often, drinking has
accounted for the carelessness
which brought about tire exposure."
"The same carelessness induced by drinking accounts for
many unwanted pregnancies...
." Dr Block adds that "Family
courts find that excessive drinking plays an important part in
85% of the cases heard."
It should be apparent, then,
why it is no exaggeration to call
alcohol Public enemy number:
one. Arid equally apparent why
parents whose example leads
their children to drink are taking
a fearful risk.
Do we need more education
about the importance of drink-

ing tempe.ately? A foremost student, Dr Winton Beaven, notes
that "no country has had a
better organized, broader based
in-depth program of alcohol education than . . .Sweden." but he
labels alcohol abuse in that
country as "catastrophic" and
increasing.
Dr Block states that "teaching
people to drink properly will not
necessarily prevent alcoholism
later in life, when circumstances
change." Most if not all alcoholics start out as moderate
dr:nkers, convinced that while
others may become helpless addicts, it will never happen to
them.
Unfortunately, the moderate
drinker is tempted to cope with
serious personal problems by increased drinking instead of by
facing his or her problem squareIv and grappling with its root
cause(s). The abstainer faces no
such temptation.
Prohibition, then? Experience
has demonstrated ali loo clearly
that this is unworkable.
There are several things we can
and should do, however. Drivers
should be spot-checked and
those with over .05 per cent
alcohol in their blood should
have their drivers' licenses
suspended for six months to a
year. Drinking drivers who cause
injury to others should be sentenced lo at least six months
hard labor (as is done in
Finland).
Liquor advertising should be

totally abolished (as in Rumania
and Poland); it is absurd to
permit advertisers to glamorize
the consumption of the nation's
two most dangerous drugs alcohol and tobacco. Some day
we will look back with incredulity upon our blithe dis
regard of this elementary principle of public prudence.
Finally, we need a different
kind of alcohol education in the
schools. The latter should unflinchingly teach our children
about the horrendous costs of
alcohol instead of taking the
pussy-footing position they currently adopt. Young people
should learn why alcohol is such
a dangerous drug- more dangerous than marijuana- that abstinence is a highly rational choice.
As things now stand, the entertainment, publishing and advertising industries present drinking
as such a pleasing and socially
imperative part of contemporary
life that young people usually
feel uncomfortable and defensive if they don't drink. This is a
profoundly unfortunate altitude
for our society lo foster. A
forthright educational program,
combined with curbs on advertising, would work no miracles but
it could help. At least society
would be doing its duty.
But there is another course.
We can opt for clever wise-cracks
about blue-noses and puritans
and Carrie Nation and greet the
whole thing with jeers. We not
only can but will.

..

BE WITH VOU IU A MINUTE, RICH MANi- J U S T AS SOON AS WE GET THIS CAMEL THROUGH
THE EVE OF T H I S NEECH-E/"
To the editor

Voices
froa Hie
wilderness
To the editor:
I wish to support the policy of
p r i n t i n g administrative and
faculty salaries. It has been my
view that the salaries of every
public employee should be public information.
Carl C Maneri

In reference to Guardian Opinion "Rhodes & K S U.
You may be "beating a dead
horse" but you failed to point
the whip at those responsible for
the killings.
Who was responsible for the
Guards being called out?
Wasn't it the students and faculty that broke store windows,
looted, and burnt down the
ROTC building"?
Wasn't it the students and fa
culty that stood by and watchcd
but did not report to authorities
what they saw and those they

knew?
They failed in their civic duty
& responsibility.
"riedrich
To the editor:
I was recently taken off the air
at WWSU for playing Frank
Zappas' 'Dirty Love' while read
ing a VD commercial. I wish to
apologize to all those I offended
1 understand peoples' feelings
but 1 don't understand the censorship policies employed by our
radio station.
After I was kicked out I was

listening to the station coming in
over the Dorm Lobby. I was
shocked when I heard the word
"Shit. Piss. Cock Cunt, Fuck,
Cocksucker, Motherfucker, and
tits'. To make sure I wasn't
hearing this I rushed down to
•he radio station and found that
indeed they were playing George
Csrlins' "Class Clown" album.
So this is the question that I
pose to this pap-r. Who has the
right to play these th.ngs over
the radio? If I am not permilU.fl
then I believe others should r.:r
either. (Let's see if this gels
printed).
Sieve Jacobsun

WSU offers film major
by Richard A. Vorpe

WSU language students put on a number of skits in the mailt gym
la«t EVirlav

Tht newest thing at Wright
State University is the heavily
un-publicized motion picture
concentration of the Bachelor of
Arts degree in Theatre.
What once was the dream of
one Peter Btikalski is finally a
fact. Now a resident of Ohio
State University. Bukalski was
the man who originally conceived the idea of having a
motion picture major at WSU.
"Pete came here the same time
I did. in the fall of 1970. He was
brought here by James Dobson
who is the director of the University Library," said Dr Abe
Bassett chairer of the Theatre
Arts department.
"Primarily to begin the development of * program in LibraryScience that would have included film, computers, as well
at. media, in order to be an
extension of the library. After
Peter arrived, he started offering
film courses, because of his
background from UCLA and
from University of Wisconsin,"
continued llassett.
Bassett added, "That is the
origin of Hie program, the cur
riculum was established quite
early, using umbrella courses.
There weren't any significant
changes that I am aware of in
the program until that point
where it came into the Department of Speech and Theatre.
The curricular division of film
courses into history, criticism
and production, I think was
established from the beginning.
iLast year a- large
i
^ . of.
number
!t didn't get defined clearly,
until we adopted the courses in
the College of l-iberai Arts,"
Bassett concluded.

the university aware of film,"
Delamater continued. "We're offering winter quarter, as we do
every quarter, two sections of
film analysis, a kind of introduction of how to look at films,
differt nt from the ways most
people are accustomed to looking at films. Tom Clark will be
teaching the first quarter of Film
History, which is silent films..
I'm going to be teaching two
other sections, one will be a
course of films of Renoir and
Truffaut. The other will be a
course on the musicals."
Delamater talked more personally about his ideals as an instructor in film. "One of the
functions I see u„ serving here, is
a function I think is particularh
important here, is simply making
films available to be seen. I find
it sort of disconcerting that the
availability is no where near so
great as anything I have been
familiar with before. I'm hoping
we will be ablv So make films
available. 1 .Vei strongly that
people should not graduate from
college, regardless what their major is without having seen certain
films
-'It seems to me," Delamater
said, "it's just as important that
people know what a Renoir film
is. Tha'. nobody should get out
of college without having seen
Grande illusion or Rules of the
Game, Birth of a Nation, or
Citizen Kane, as it ts important
for them to knov. what a
Shakespeare play is."

nonfilm or theatre courses were
offered. One of the most popular of which was one on Alfred
Hitchcock, possibly its equal in
popularity this winter is a combination production, criticism
course, to be taught by Jack
Kern and Tom Clark.
"As a department we're in the
process of continuing the development of ihe program. One of
pursuing the analysis or aesthetic
lines of film." said Clark. "We re
continuously improving what we
can do with production. No
principle is needed in production
b<sides the person behind the
camera."
"My comedy course is dovetailing with Jack Kern's comedyproduction. I think it's going to
be informative and a lot of fun
at the sime time. That's the
nature of comedy." added Claik.
Clark said, "The first four
weeks will dwell o.i silent comedies. After that we're going to go
into the sound comedy of different periods. It won't be
chronological, but we will have
thirties, forties, fifties, sixties
comedies. It's an all survey
course. You can only scratch the
surface of this genre. I'd encourage a lot of people to lake
both courses at the same tiri>e, if
they've had basic production,
and basic film analysis courses."
The newest of Wright State's
film concentration faculty is Instructoi Jerry Delamater. "We as
a film program, best serve the
function to prov'de what I'll call
a film culture. To make people
aware of film." Delamater replied to a question about his
own attitudes about the Film
concentration.
"Both as ail academic discipline and is a device to make

Tony Spaziani

Home baked bread means substantial savings
NEW YORK (UPI) Inflation
now has pushed the price of
bread so high any housewife
who v. ants to go to the trouble
can save * substantial amount bybaking her own, with the added
dividend of home-baked aroma
and taste.
At the current retail price
range of lti.ti to 19 cents a
pound for flour, she can bake
for 20 to 2-1 cents a one pound
loaf of bread thai sells for anywhere from 45 to 60 cents. This
includes the cost of flour, eggs,
milk, sugar, shortening, yeast
and fuel.
This calculation is based on
figures supplied
by f j p e r markets. the American Bakers
Association, and Fleischman's
Yeast.
For years, the bakery people
have contended the housewife
"can always keep us honest" if
she is willing to bake herself.
Until now. however, the amount
she could save by baking bread
hardly seemed worthwhile.
The inflation that has driven
bread prices so high has been
notable on flour, which has gone
up 80 percent in the past two
years as wheat soared to $5 "

bushel But ingredients always
have been the smallest part of
the price of bread. The biggest
cost is distribution to the grocery store.
For this reason, according to
the American Bakers Association. a 25 per cent rise in the
wholesale price of bread in I he
pasl two years has resulted in an
Ho per cent jump in the average
retail price.
The three-quarters of a pound
of flour it takes to make one
pound of bread costs the big
bakers only 8 cents, a little less
than half what it costs the
housewife, for two reasons.
The baker buys by the carload.

j
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interest costs and rapidly rising
wages in the stores and the
wholesale distributors are responsible.
One big result of inflation is
that the difference between the
price of big name brands of
bread and the supermarkets' private label brands appears to have
widened dramatically as the
name brand bakers' costs soared
The private label bread used to
undersell the name brands by
only 3 to 5 cents a loaf. Now the
difference in price may be 15 to
20 cents.

"Pizza Coupon
50ct Off
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"Dayton's only Boogie Palace"
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Send tor youi up-to-date, 1S0PS;S,
mail order catalog Enclose $1 00
!o cover postage (delivery time is
I to 2 days).

the housewife by the five-pound
sack. The baker buys a singlepurpose flour. The housewife
buys a general purpose flour
which costs more to mill.
The American Bakers Association says the wholesale cost of
the one pound loaf currently
averages 29.74 cents.
The ingredients cost is only
10.01 cents and the wholesale
profit is less than a penny a loaf.
Retail cost of the more popular 22-ounce loaf, priced proper
tionatelv higher, has soared from
around 33 cents two years ago
to tiO cents in major metropolitan areas.
Obviously, high overhead aivl
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AS THE YEARS GO BY
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Remember the day you
enrolled as a freshman?
How quickly what was
then the future has nowbecome the present! In the
same amazing manner the
years ahead of you will fly
by. What you do with
them and what they do for
you depends largely on
how well you plan for
them now. Many college
seniors throughout the
country are discovering
how to make use of professional experience and
advice in phnnmg their
financial 'uture. "Tony
Spaziani is willing to talk
with you, not at you."

1800 Winters Bank lower
Phone 223-4480
JOHN R TAYLOR
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Have the time of your iife at play
by Vickie Hodson
Extreme quality in characterization was the high point of The
Time of Your Life by William
Raroyan. Presented as the dedicatory play in the new Festival
playhouse, the celebration was
directed by George Grizzard.
Grizzard can be highly commended for his casting of character. In the case of several of
the supporting cast members,
they so naturally fit their parts
that it seemed the lines had
actually been written just for
them.
While leading actor David
Heath (Joe) gave a very convincing performance, there were
moments when he did not seem
to feel as comfortable with his
lines, and this caused the play to
lag from the audiences' full at
tention. Heath played a very
wealthy man who had obtained
his money dishonestly and we*
trying to make peace w«th himself ar.d those he hun by buying
happiness for those around him
Mark Kelly (Tom) played his
eirand-boy push-around, who
owed his life to Joe and was
forever making it up to him by
doing dirty work. A not-toobright but loveable character.
Kelly fit easily into the part and
really helped keep the play alive.
T irn became even mot" loveable when he fell for thv uhore
Kitty Duval (played by Jacalyn
Prete) and wanted to lake her
W »
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off the streets and into the good
life. Prete played her part well,
but was not quite as convincing
a whore as she could have been,
til the end, however, this did not
hurt her effectiveness too much,
since you find she was not really
a hard-core street walker, but
rather a lonely country girl misplaced in the city.
Being a play without a plot,
the true success of The Time of
Your Life depended upon the
ability of each cast member to
play their part with total ease
and projection of the character.
Most successful in his natural
ease was Eric Spahr (Nick), the
owner of the water-front bar in
which the play took place, in
moments when the play seem to
lag and lose the attention of the
audience, Spahr's total comfort
in his part kept everything alive.
Another excellent casting by
Grizzard was Carl Hill as Blick,
the vice-squad hard-nose who
came down on Nick for allowing
whores to drink in his bar. Hill
looked the part and played it
with so much case that you felt
like you were watching an "Id
gangster scene from a late movie.
Several other supporting actors
gave gcod performances and
added to the sometimes serious
and sad but happily reflective
moods of the play. Mark Lieberman (the Arab) kept the serious
sad attitude needed to really
make his part come off well. His
constant muttering of "No foundation, all the way down the
line" never really made sense but
eventually gave way to a fine
scere lamenting life in the U S
and the old country.
Michael Mark us (Dudley R
Bostwick) played a frantic rejected lover trying to see his
nurse girlfriend. Sharon Braunagel, (Elsie) who was always
too busy healing the sick. Other
good performances were given
by Roger Walton (Sam), Jim
Volz ( W i l l i e ) , Don Baker
(drunk), Rob Lowe (newsboy).
Fob Bailey (McCarthy), and
Walter Bonnett (Kit Carson).
Bailey and Bonnett were very
effective in their roles, with
Bonnett's ability as a story teller
making him especially funny.
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The Time of Your Life was
overall a very good play. While
in a few places it lacked the
needed ease to really keep flowing, the fine performances given
by many of the cast members
made it a very enjoyable play,
rhe professional and finished
look of the set and effectiveness
of the "ighting also added to the
final effects. While a little more
preparation and ease in their
parts would have really helped
the leading actors appear more
strong in their roles, the end
results of the casts and those
involved in The Time of Your
Life made it worthwhile and
rewarding.

Court
fingers
cop
(CPS/ZNS)—The Maine State
Supreme Court has ruled that
"giving the finger" or "flipping
the bird" is constitutional.
The court handed down its
landmark decision in the case of
Maine resident Daryl Drake, who
was arrested after flashing the
one-digit gest ure in front of state
trooper Richard Arnold.
The Maine High Court ruled
that even obscene gestures fall
under the constitutionai
provisions which p r o t e c t
freedom of expression.

. . .While over a thousand area high school student looked on
(Charles Williams photo)

Longenecker recommended to m e d school
by Gail Snyder
Wright State President Robert
J Kegerreis has announced that
he
wil!
recommend
the
appointment of
Douglas P
Longenecker. MD. as associate
professor and chairer of the
Department of Family Practice
in the new W'SU School of
Medicine at the next meeting of
the WSU Board of Trustees.
"This is one of the key newappointment for this medical
school because it demonstrates
our emphasis on primary care
and the importance of this
clinical department
in our
medical
school
program,"
according to Kegerreis and Dr
Andrew
P
Spiegel. WSU
Executive Vice President an<i
Provost.
Dr John R Beljan, Vice
Provost and Dean of the School
of Medicine, pointed out that
l ongenecker was selected "after
a long and careful national
search for the best qualified

individual. His appointment has
the support of our sister
institutions. Miami University
and Central State University, as
well as the Steering Committee
for Family Practice of the
Wright State University School
of Medicine."
A
native
of
Dayton,
Longenecker interned at Good
Samaritan hospital. Following
seven years of private practice in
Englewood, he helped organize
and served as director of a new
.'amily practice program at Good
Samaritan during 1972-73. Since

that time he has been director of
family practice at Riverside
Methodist Hospital in Columbus.
Longenecker has been involved
in family practice education and
has served as chairer of the
education
and
program
commission
of
the
Ohio
Academy of Sciences, as well as
holding membership on other
committees and commissions of
the academy.
If approved by the Board of
Trustees at
its
December
meeting,
his
appointment
becomes effective January 1,
1975.

Events spook British
LONDON (UPI) The British
Airports Authority said today it
has ordered an investigation into
reports that a ghost is haunting
London's biggest airport.
The move Came after cleaners
at Heathrow Airport refused to
work alone in one passenger

t e r m i n a l area because one
claimed a ghost grabbed him by
the throat and arms and held
him down.
The incident occurred in the
passageway used by passengers
leaving and arriving aboard
Boeing 717 jumbo jet airliners.
An airport spokesman said an
inquiry was taking place, but
that it was being done discreetly.
"'We don't want a work stoppage because of a ghost," he
said.
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Students bad loan risks, often default

(Continued from p 1J
— U p g r a d i n g t h e section
responsible for the loan program
to a branch of the Office of
Education cailed the Office of
G u a r a n t e e d Student Loans
(OGSL),
—Enlarging the enforcement
staff (from only three in 1972 to
more than 90J, which will try to
collect defaulted loans and work
with participating banks to improve collections.
-Preparing new, tough regulations for banks and schools
involved in the program.
—Warning participating banks
that they will be removed from
the program if ihey misrepresent
applicants in order to qualify for
loans or if they inadequately
screen the borrower.
While legislators and education
officials strengthen their collection efforts and devise pre-

ventative regulations to cut defaulting. < olleges and universities
lave been attacking the root of
tlie problem: high tuition. While
their motive in cutting tuition is
generally to increase enrollment,
the effect has been to cut or
reduce loans and, in t u m ,
defaults.
Four of the five unit? in
Vermont's state college system
have reduced their tuition by
$100 for in-state residents this
fall. The fifth unit of the system,
t h e Community College of
Vermont, has begun a voluntarypayment plan. The college has
set the fee per course at $30 but
the student decides how much
of that he can pay.
Since the pay—what—you—can
program began last year, college
officials have reported they've
received $75,000 in voluntary

p a y m e n t s , c o m p a r e d with
$100,000 if the school had collected a fixed fee. They estimated it would have cost
$40,000 to collect $100,000,
" s o m a y b e we're $15,000
ahead."
Other schools have held the
line on their current tuition. On
the 72 campusti. of the State
University of New York tuition
has not risen, this year. Tuition
at Ohio state schools has been
"frozen" for the next two years
by the state legislature.
Some schools have devised
other plans to hold down the
cost of a degree and aid repayment of loans. One of these
plans, more and more widely
used, allows a student to finish
undergraduate programs in three
instead of the traditional four
years at a 25% saving in time

and money. Credits can also be
earned more quickly at many
colleges
through
work
experience and special examinations.
Harvard University and Massachusetts Institute of Technology
have established programs under
which they propose to use their
own funds to help borrowers in
the early working years when
income is relatively low. The
amounts financed by the university in this way become uninsured notes which can be paid
off as the income rises.
Other plans have reached the
talking stage President Kingman
Brewster, Jr of Yale University
has proposed a system of federal
credits for college living costs
which students would repay out
of future income as part of their
tax bills. Senator Abraham

Ribcoff (DCT) has been pushing
a bill that would provide students and parents a tax credit of
up to $325 on the first $1500
they pay for tuition, fees, books
and supplies- again, to reduce
loans and defaults.
But all these new plans for
financing education have yet to
influence the high default rates.
Because the Office Of Education
has switched to a new projection
mode! it can't determine exactly
how much the proportion of
student defaulters has risen over
the past few years. "All we
know," said Kenneth A Kohl,
the associate Commissioner of
Education, "is that the proportion of student defaulters is going u p . "

Hearings reveai nuclear nonsense
WASHINGTON (UPll-Some
pretty hairy and scary testimony
has been trickling out of various
congressional hearings recently
on the storage, carriage and deployment of about 8,000 American nuclear weapons in many
psrts of the world.
As Rep. Clarence D Long.
D—Md. put it on the security
and sto-iage part:
"A dedicates group of terrorists, possessed with the means to
deploy significant firepower
would pose a serious threat indeed if that group attacked certain nuclear weapons sites.
"If the group succeeded i*;
petitioning a nuclear weapons
ire., il would cause much destruction, even if unable to effectively steal a nuclear weapon.
The th.iught is horrifying."
Retired Rear Adm Gene R I.a
Rocque has gone further bv
reporting nuclear near-disasters
he witnessed al sea and startling
Japan by stating thai I! S aircraft carriers and other warships
calling at Japanese ports can be
assumed to hive nuclear weapons aboard.
That was said despite the extreme sensitivity of Japan to
anything nuclear after Hiroshima
and Nagasaki and contrary to
"understandings" and policy
that r.uclear weapons would not
enter Japanese ports.
La Roque, who now heads an
independent
Defense
In for
mat ion Center, told a joint congressional hearing last month
that as far as he knows, all major
American aircraft carriers, such
as the Midway now berthed at

Salary

Yokosuka, Japan, are "nuclear
capable."
"I v.arit to be very careful
because security permits me to
say only that they are capable of
carrying nuclear weapons," he
said. "My experience, however,
has been that any ship that is
capable of carrying nuclear wea
pons, carries nuclear weapons.
"They do not offload them
when they go into foreign ports,
such as Japan, or other countries
if they are capable of carrying
them. They normally keep them
aboard ship at all times . . There
is a real danger that we may get
an inadvertent use of one of
these nuclear weapons."
He gave some examples for his
own experience at sea.
While captain of the guided
missile cruiser Providence, he
said, he witnessed the near
launch by mistake of a live
atomic missile.
The ship was training at sea
and was going to shoot a practice missile at a target plane.
"I was up on the hrirtpe and

everything . . below
is computerized." he said. "Lo and
behold. We were ready to fire
and the machinery clanks and
the computers all buzz and
whine and up popped a redtipped missile. Now a redtipped
missile is a nuclear missile.
"There was considerable concern on my part to halt this
mechanism which was now completely automated and almost
out of anybody's control because the radars were locked on
th" incoming plane . . .
"We were able, of course, to
put the genie back in the bottle
and put the missile down below
again Having witnessed that and
knowing many horror stories
from fellow naval officers of
similar experience, it really corned me."
He also recalled an incident at
Valetta, Malta, involving a collision between a merchant ship
and a U S destroyer.

Nutrition chart

WASHINGTON (UP1) Il isn't
hard lo figure out that a glass of
orange juice probably is belter
for you than a bottle of soda
pop. bul choosing between two
breakfast cereals say Cream of
Wheat and Special K is another
matter.
Reading Ihe labels, which i r o
vide an increasing amount of
n u t r i t i o n a l information, can
help. An even handier device is a
new chart which ranks types of
foods, as well as si me brands, by
nutritional value

These Frence students who participated in foreign language day last
Friday certainly got a kick out of the experience. (Williams photo)

The chart really a poster oi
the size that might fit on a
r e f r i g e r a t o r d o o r is being
lurned out by l)r Michael
Jacobson as an adjunct to his
book. "Nutrition Scoreboard."

service
A N D trust

The chart is available for $1.75
by writing lo CPSI poster, 1779
Church Si. NW. Washington. DC
'.>0036. Additional pesters ,u*> $ !
each. The Center for Science in
Ihe Public Interest, of which
Jacobson is co-director, says lo
allow several weeks for delivery.

(Continued from p 11
INSTRUCTORS
$10,350
ASST PROF
$12,682
ASSOC. PROF
$10,552
PROF
$17,440
Asa result of this reevaluation,
S and E chairers average only
about .4% above the average
Associate Professor's salary.
Salary figures were published
""J ®"t
a desire lo "muck
ra
JV **ul as a r.eed for the
pub ic to v n ,.y, where their tax
dollars go.

The members of

Can politicians

ZETA TAU ALPHA
would like to welcome
their new sisters!

SUNSH/Nt
HEALTH FOODS

Debbie Albert Wendy Savage
Vickie Jordan Dawn Williams

1030 Bro-w S t i w i f
Dol.ver,
OavlonOhio 4i>409 Ph 228 1311
J am 7:30 pm
M Sat.

Lisa Richler

be trusted?
If you and I know the full truth, then we can make proper
decisions. We must strengthen our ethics legislation to require
full disclosure of personal finances from our office holders and
candidates. I have disclosed mine. It takes honest people to
bring back good government; people you can trust.

. James S. Zehner,
Democrat for 63rd District,
State Representative
HI/.-• •• I... .h'Wer.n,-.

M Sj.-j.ii,' Treasure., 1363Lemk«, XeruaOhiu

NEWS SHORTS
WYSO Radio Ho'.lcween
Fund Raising Marathon

Rehabilitation Meeting

Staff »nd volunteers at
! WYSO radio station (91.5
j FM) are holding a four-day
fund raising marathon which
begins at dawn today.
An on-the-air auction will
also be conducted during the
96 hour event. Items to be
auctioned off include two
$25 certificates for Egyptian
beliy-dancing lessons, movie
parses, and finger cymbals.
Saturday, a bluegrass jam
session featuring the Fall City
Ramblers will be carried live
from Sam's Bar and Grill in
Dayton. "Bootleg" record
specials and trivia contests are
also scheduled.
WYSO has set a $7000
pledge goal. The money is
needed to keep WYSO Radio
on the air and growing, as
well as to pay back a loan and
print their monthly free program guide. Since WYSO is
non profit, all goods, services
and funds donated are taxdeductible.

There will be a Rehabilitation meeting Nov 4. 7:30 pm,
in rm 041 UC. t.uest speaker
is Harriet Gill, a rehabilitation
counselor in the Physical
Medicines dept at St Elizabeth Hospital. There will also
be a movie entitled "Don't
Tell the Cripples about Sex."
Everyone is invited. Free refreshments.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,
176 page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
SI 00 to cover postage ( 1 2
days delivery time).

519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold lor
research purposes only
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Sailing Club
The WSU Sailing Club has
moved its meeting day to 8
pm Sunday. New members
are encouraged to join and
participate : n free sailing lessons.
Try outs
Tryouts for The Magic
Pouch, a childrens theatre
product ion, are scheduled
November 6 and 7, from 3 to
5 pm, in the Celebration
theatre of the Creative Arts
Center.
The four member cast,
under the direction of Mary
Kessler,
senior
theatre
student, will tour ten area
grade schools from January 6
to 10. Four Wright State
performances will also be
presented on January 11 and
12
in
the Celebration
Theatre.
Trvouis a e open to all
WSU students.

No . . it isn't the monster from the black lagoon. This swimmer was caught from the WSU pool's
undeiwaler observation area. (Tim Kern photo)
Bolinga Speech

Emmett Kelly Jr Circus
The circus is coming to Wright
State
tomorrow,
for
performances at 4:30 and 8 pm
in the Physical Education
building. Scheduled acts are such
animal acts as Gentle Ben the
Bear, Tony the Wonder Horse,
Pamela's Mad Mod Dogs.

ft's a woman's right to make
her own decision.
24 hr service, strictly confidential.
No fee.

Call BIRTHRIGHT •Counseling
223-3446
....
•
> •• y

Dr Jules Cromartie. Jr,
Dayton surgeon and former
chief of Jaff at Miami Valley
Hospital, will be discussing
"Blacks in the Medical
Profession" at 2:10 pm
Monday, November 1 at
Wright State University.
A general surgery staff
member at Miami Valley
Hospital and St Elizabeth
Medical Center, Cromartie
has been in private practice in
Dayton since 1957, He is
medical advisor for the
Montgomery County Chapter
of the American Cancer
Society and a member of the
Board of Directors of the
Drew Medical Center, Winters
National Bank and Cypress
Cable Television of Dayton.
This year he is chairman of
the board for Drew Medical
Center.
Cromartie will appear in
112 Oelman Hall for the

f w w y M&V. i
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Wright State University
Chamber Music Series II
features baroque music by
the Camerata Players £t 8 pm
on Sunday, November 10 in
the recital hall of the
Creative Arts Center.
The group began playing
together last year and h?.s
scheduled concerts at Miami
University and the University
of Dayton. The program will
include a trio sonata by
Telemanti, a dance suite by
Pachelbel, a violin sonata by
Corelli and a suite by
Rameau.
Carol Baxter, a violinist for
the group, is a member of the
University of Dayton faculty
and plays with the Dayton
Philharmonic. Diane Gilley.
flutist, is a member of the
Dayton Philharmonic and the
Philharmonic
Woodwind
Quintet. Robert J Kaskins.
cello and viola de gamba. is
the music director of the
Springfield Opera, member of
the Dayton Philharmonic and
chairman of the fine arts
division
ai
Wilmington
College. Julane Rodgers,

.ft* p ..
M

-nCKLCT? $(>u> AT DO&R — 6evfc.*Ai-
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rickets soldjt!.Candy Counter & Sears Downtown, Saiem& [ ) ^ y ^ o n

,
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Malls

harpsichordist, is a member
of the WSU's faculty and has
given various performances of
baroque music in the Dayton
area.
The concert is open to the
public and free of charge

Chamber Music

UK] IV. CNNK/felUM

UNDfcfc 12- t l
AU- AR6A JToPRUT* iZ
MOM* >TuPtWT£
47 75NAlU OR.De*> AOSPTep T5U_ OCT 2-?
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public
discussion.
Alt
interested individuals and
groups an> welcome at this
event, sponsored by the WSU
Bolinga
Black Cultural
Center.

|

Placement sign-ups
Placement sign ups for the
week of November 11 begin
Monday in the Placement office,
151 Allyn. The placement office
is open from 8:30 to 5:00 pm
except Monday when it is open
until 6:00 pm. More information
on sign ups and general placement information can be obtained by calling ext 267.
November 13: Kikes dept
store: Dayton area; merchandise
mgml trainee, asst buyer; Armco
Steel corp. nationwide; accountants, research i.f nter, plant engineer. systems.
November 14: Phillips Industries inc. primarily Dayton:
accounting manufacturing management.
November 15: Batelle &
Batelie. Dayton, accounting.
December graduates only.

B e v e r a g e Doek
BEER, WINE, and PARTY SUPPLIES
Open 8 oiii to 31 pm 7 days a week
868 Kaufman ;Ave

8 78-6321
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Wheelchair basketball Saturday

Football pooi
The Guardian football pool in its fourth week has
spawned its second female winner in the person of Kathy
Sehwieckart. Not only did Schwieckart rack up a
phenomenal prediction of 100 per cent accuracy, but she
also correctly prognosticated the Patriots' upset of the
Minnesota Vikings.
The Guardian staffers did fare better this week than last
with Dennis Geehan breaking loose on a prediction of 100
per cent while staffmat«s Gary Floyd, Tom Snyder, and
Frank Salsburg trailed at 60, 80 and 80 per cent
respectively. However, rumor has it that Geehan lost his tail
end in personal side bets taking the Vikings at 3-1 odds.
While Schweickart savors her pizza this week, the rest of
us can try to equal her mark with predictions perfect in this
week's selection of professional games. Just wait till you see
the tie breaker.
Making this week's selections for the Guardian are
Geehan (G), Floyd (F), Salsburg (S), and Tom Snyder (TSl.
Keep those entries coming in. Last wpek 18 students
participated in the pool, our largest showing yet.
Remember there is one entry per weei- limit for each
participating studen! or WSU employee. Entries must be
submitted no laU-r then 1 pm Friday to the Guardian office
in Room 046 of the University Center or just drop it in the
bulls-eye box across from Wright Station in the basement of
Millett Hall on your way out from lunch. Weekly winners
receive a free pizza and are eligible «•» compete for the final
$25 Grand Prize.

Houston tFM.SK PS,'
,,i \ Y Jets(G)
New Orleans Sa nls
a! Octro i Lions (GI(F)(S)(TS)
Philadelphia Eagles |S
at Piltsbuijjn Steelers (GII F)(TS|
Washington Kcdskins(C), Fit I S I at Green lias Packers (S)
Minnesota Vikings (Gi<Fil l"
at Chicago Bears <S>
St I oui-. Cardinals I FllTsi
al Dallas t'ow boys ((i)(S|
LA Rums iGliFHSK IS)
al SF liters
jjClcviv.iK) Browns |GI(F|
al Sail Dk-gi, Chargers (Sl(TS)
liCiiK innati ll.'iigals it! il K MS I
al Baltimore ('oils
Oakland llaid-r* SFHSHTSI
• Denver llt.mi ;.s (t: i
T.e breaker
I Buffalo Bilis „
at New England Patriots —

Harriers bowled over
Guidon limivn

Bowling tireen's cross country
squod "thoroughly dominated
their
own
invitational."
according
to Wright State
University harrier John Shull
Wright Slate's team was the
mos; thoroughly dominated, as
the Haiders finished last among
the five teams entered at the
Falcon Invitational
Tim Z um ha ugh of Bowling
Green was the first to cut the
ribbon on the flat six mile
course, pacing the circuit in
29:18 Bowl ng (Ireen, who also
won the .'..l-Ohio meet two
weeks ago. pushed across the
next four runners land seven of
the first eight entrants) to easily
defeat Cincinnati. Michigan
(who ran their "B" squad).
Cedarville and WSU.
Shull ran his best six-mile race
ever in 33:11, placing ninth. Th"
remaining Raide.- runners wenBruce Renner. 28th, 33:11;
John Russell, 30th, 33:14;
Randy
Moore 47th, (time
unavailable); Larry
Bortner.
50th 36:52; Mark Gerhard, 51st,
38:22; and Jeff Seiner, 54th,
40:22 his first race in WSU'stop
seven).
Wright State co.-ch Bob Schul

0

%
W.''

has been pleased with his team's
overall effort this season saying.
"If one would check the times
of the runners since high school
they
would
show
good
improvement and the places (in
the meets) just don't show
that."
In this meet Schul thought
Shull "ran a very good rate, the
best he's run all year. He made
only one tactical error (getting)
(Continued on p 121

"THE

Great Skate..
it's twice as much fun! .
• Open Skating nn twin
rinks (ice * roller!
• Ice & Roller Skating
I .essons
• Private R Fund Raising
Parties
For more information, call

433 2116

ROOMS
LOOKING FOR small apart
m'.-nt in Vellow Springs. Will
ake over lease. Have small dog.
Needed immediately. Call Pam
it 277 4506.
NEK I) ROOMMATE to share 4
bedroom house in Fairbom. $50
a month * utilities. Friendly
neighborhood. Female or male,
('all 878-5205 after 7:00, or
Mark ext 671.
TWO FEMALES need third
roommate to share duplex in
north Dayton. $47 a month •
one-third of utilities. Liberal
atmosphere. Good deal! Call
>54 4 179 or 1 325 2274.
MALE NEEDS roommate for
ipartment $60 a month or $15 a
eek plus electricity and phone
on Wayne Ave. Call 256-3232.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted
to share houses Call 275-9570
after 7 pm

HELP WANTED
WORK STUDY
Clerical Assistant $1.90 hour,
must have typing skills.
Clerical
Assistant,
51.90-2.15;'hour, must be a good
ypist, filing must be responsive, have good public relations,
naturity.

REGULAR OPENINGS
Rt 725
'/» mile east ol Davton Mali

Salesperson, 15'? commission
and travel expenses, no experi
ence.
Clerical Assistant. $1.90 hour,
need typing skills.

International Motorcar Parts
Clerical Assistant, $165, hour,
need to be a good worker.
296 ,611

FOREIGN CAR
PARTS and ACCfcSSORiES
N E W HOURS
9 - 5 Saturday

I

TTT:

year. A d m ^ i o n to Saturday's
match-up will be one dollar at
the door, 50 cents for students,
and children under 12 will be
admitted free.
"The game is mainly for entertainment," according to Roland
Sykes, president of the club. "It
reminds me of a cross between
football and basketball because
there is more contact than with
most basketball games."
The rules of the game are
basically the same as those of
varsity basketball except that
some concessions are made to

POT

allow greater freedom in the
chairs. For example, chairs
bumping together is a fotil that
is generally overlooked unless it
appears to be deliberate.
Should Mohr return to action
this year, the Wheelchair Sports
Club may well just have to play
away from him and allow last
year's fall-fcuy to keep himself
out of the game. Rumor has it
that spectators were placing bets
on which direction he would fall
in the chair after a rather indeli
cate first-half performance in the
last contest.

N EVER *H AVE A
NICE D A Y ^

PRISONERS

Classified Ads

Administrative
Aide,
$1.90 hour, must be reliable.

1966 EAST STROOP ROAD KETTERING

9 - 9 M e n -Fri.

by Itenni. Geehan
Unless Don Mohr has improved hit balance since Winter
quarter, the Athletic Director
may once again drag his teammates to the dry trough of defeat at the hands of the WSU
Wheelchair Basketball team
Saturday night.
The game, scheduled to begin
at 7:30 pm in the Main Gym of
the PE Building will be the
second meeting between the
Wright State faculty and the
rolling, spinning, fire-eating head
crushers of the WSU Wheelchair
Sports Club. The Chairs won the
first confrontation, 25-15. last
February 9, despite a game high
eight points scored by the Athletic Department's own Cliff
McPeak.
The game will launch a sevengame schedule for the club who
will also meet the Cincinnati
Spinners and Indiana Olympians,
two semi-pro teams, later this

Grader. $1.90/hour, mus' have
had Calculus.
Staff Reporter. $10-15,per week
R). $1.65/hour (WS). need to
have common sense, and a willingness to participate in trainfr.g
.essions (without pay).

Mailroom Assistant, $1.65 hour,
no experience needed.
ATTENDANT CARE for male
handicapped student. Live-in,
two bedroom partly furnished
apartment. $80 per month or
free room in exchange, or will
work out other arrangement
222-8479.
POPULAR RECORDING artist
needs dedicated female vocalists:
two 2nd Sopranos, one alto concerto. Must be talented, knowledge in theory and chord progression helpful. Contact Mr
Morrison 278-5076.
SOMEONE TO drive a car for
handicapped student on weekends to other schools in Ohio
and Indiana and Kentucky. Call
233 6231 anytime. Will nay.
EXCLUSIVE RESTAURANT in
South Dayton area needs part
lime or full-time bartender. Apply by appointment only, Mr
Ziegler. 433-0410.
UNINHIBITED LADIES wanted
to work with photographer. Call
Charles at 233-8513.

BIDES
NEED RIDE to Athens or
Wooster College any weekend.
Call Sue 433-4064.

LOST AND FOUND
ON ABOUT SEPT. 12 a large
campus envelope containing a TV
manuscript in a manila folder
was sent from the social work
office 227 Millett to the TV
studio in 005 Fawcett. It didn't
arrive. If you know where it may
be located please call Susan
Dossary Ext. 582.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE-Hoefner classical
guitar for $50 and Framus fiatlop guitar wi'cale grove tuning
keys $75. Call Fred 233-8031.
RCA AMPLIFIER 4 channel PA
50 watts per channel $85.00
399 5742.
68 SPITFIRE, hardtop, wire
w..eels, radio, 3900 miles, $960 299 5365 10
12:00 or after
o:U0.

THAI BRONZE WARE with buffalo horn handles. 7 piece pla
setting service for 12 plus serving
pieces dishwasher safe. Excel
lent Christmas pift. $100 Phom
879 2708.
26" SCHW1NN sports Sourer
Excellent cond. $150. Cal
James at 298-8054.
CANARY. SINGER, orange in
color and a girl's jacket suedt
like leather sheep skin lined anc
trimmed, call 233-6231.
1971 PINTO. 2000 cc engine
Automatic. AM radio, accent
group bumper guards, stee
belted radials. red w black inter
ior. Call 236-5617 after 6 pm
MALE HANDICAPPED student
needs roommate/attendant located near campus free rent plus
money, liberal atmosphere for
more info call Roger 879-2282
66 INTERNATIONAL Metre
800. Good condition, gooc
utility vehicle or camper. $75C
only. Interested caller; please
John at 767-7674.
ELECTRIC GUITAR w/case.
Swedish Hagstrom. Like new
No amplifier. $20. 298-3645
after 6 pm
MARANTZ 2410 quad adapte:
amp, brand new, still in plastii
wrapper. $200
$300 new
call ext 638 or 879-54-2 and ask
•or Sam
v-

MISCELLANEOUS
EXPERT BICYCLE repair work
all makes & models $5.00 per
hour. Call 298-4366. ask for
Blake.
TYPING, MSS, business, etc.
Call -134-8312.
BOOK NEEDED for Soc 2tic,
"Research Methods; issues and
Insights" by B Franklin. Please
contact Steve at 278-6624 or
leave message. Need immcdi
ately.
FREE RETAIL catalog: Pipes
waterpipes.
bongs, cigarette
papers, rolling machines, super
stones, underground comix, etc
Gabriella's Goodies, Box 434,
Hollywood, CA 90028.
TYPING - TUTORING (French,
"janish), resumes 299-4376.
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Swimmers sink foe
by Iris Sullivan
Members of the Wright State
University Athletic Department
are literally shaking their heads
in disbelief at the unprecedented
success of the first year varsity
swimming team. Following a
thrashing of Ohio Wesleyan
October 19, the WSU female
Raider swimmers stroked and
kicked their way to a 5 5 - 4 0
drowning of Wittenberg Saturday.
The Raiders met their opposition at Wittenberg to swamp the
same tea;n that had beaten Ohio
Wesleyan earlier this season. "We
felt lucky to win," commented
swimming coach Lee Dexter.
"We'll get a real workout with
the Cincinnati Invitational in
December though. But I'm really
pleased with the way the women
are doing."
And pleased he should be for
the women won the 200-yd

m e d l e y relay with Barb
Woodrow, Debbie Rose. Terl
Grody, ana Heidi Dafcblet teaming for the coveted first place
berth. Woodrow also captured
the winning time in the 100
individual medley and the 50
freestyle event.
Teammate Orody placed first
in the 50 breaststroke and the
5 0 b u t t e r f l y and Peggy
Kohlhepp won the 50 hackstroke race while Raider captain
"Cindy McKenzie won the 200
freestyle.
Reflecting the Athletic Department's enthusiasm for its neophyte 2-0 aquarians. Sports Information Director Dave Stahl
has selected swimmers as Athletes-of-the-Week for the past
two weeks. McKenzie won the
title first for her outstanding
p e r f o r m a n c e against Ohio
Wesleyan while Grody succeeded
her this week winning four
events against Wittenberg.

Facility seats 5 0 0
by Ted Hoy
Wright S t a t e University's
swimming facility, which is in
the basement of the physical
education building, includes
seating for 500 spectators. WSU
Aquatics Director and Varsity
Swimming coach i.rc De.xt.'r
would iike to see those 500 wits
filled for the next home meet,
which is December 5, at 4 pr"
against Wooster
"What we really need is students to Know about our prog / a m . . . ( s o that they can!

VOLKSWAGEN
TUNE UP GUARANTEED
1 0 , 0 0 0 MILES 0
Your second tune up is free,
if your car fails to run in
tune within 10,000 miles nf
the first one
How can you beat a deal
like that?
For complete details on
your
ur V
V0LKSWAG0N.
O L K . b W A < _ . u i N , ca
C e ll:
ll:

Last year's wheelchair basketball-faculty match had plenty o? action, which may be repeated this
Saturdav.

encourage our swimmers to do
well by coming to the meets,"
said Dexter, whose swimmers
have won their first two meets.
Dexter. ?9. came to WSU last
year from Evanston Twp High
School in Illinois after working
as both coach and guidance
counselor. The university's first
swimming instructor has Masters
degrees in both Counseling and
Health and Physical Education
from Miami University at Ox
ford. Ohio where he served as
freshman swimming coach for
two yejrs.
The Raider swimmers, none of
whom »re attending WSU on
athletic scholarship, '.re required
to practice six daysz week for at
least two hours a day. "Our
biggest goal," said Dexter, "is to
make the NCAA division II
championships."
Qualification for (hose championships is based on a time
standard. Only those swimmers

who can meet the minimum
time for an event can go. ' There
is no training secret to swimming," said De:;ter, "training is
practice." We spend 80 per cent
of our practice time swimming
and 20 per cent in stroke technique."
The swimmers are required to
swim a minimum of 10,000
yards a day. Both men and
women work with weights during the morning practices. The
swimmers also use aids such as
kick boards which force an increased use of their legs, and
small inner tubes nhk-h create
drag and force a greater use of
their arms.
Dexter's goals are to improve
the aquatic program at WSU for
both the swimming te?m and the
student body. He hopes to generate interest in the latter group
through intramural programs
such as water polo.

878-9331 l-M sports roundup
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by Dave SlickeJ
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M A I N STREET
AIRBORN.
O H I O 45324

The Robin Hood of Wright
State University for the second
consecutive year is John Coburn.
Though he split no arrows of the
sheriff's guards the intramural
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archery men's champ scored 160
points on Friday to slip past
Ron Riano by 32 points.
Last year Cobutn netted 168
points on the way to victory. No
women archers competed for the
second straight year. "I was very
happy with the men's results as
three individuals scored over 100
points." said assistant IM director, Ken Knight. "Last year only
Coburn topped the cer.tury
mark." Knight continued, "but I
was disappointed that no women
on the campus entered the competition."
The IM football picture reflects no further changes. Yesterday's Stars still lead the Gold
Division with a 4-0 record. The
Grten Division entrenches the
battle for first between Jce's Bar
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Women gain experience,
season record is 3-6
by his F Sullivan
WSU Women's Volleyball
Team has had five matches now,
their Ohio Volley League record
being 2-2, and season record
standing at 3-6.
The girls have faced Ohio
Northern. Capitol, Wilmington
and Xavier and Cedarville and
Wittenberg in triangulars, and
Wooster, Ashland, Akron and
Bowling Green all in one match.
Coached by Peggy Wvnkoop.
WSU's Softball and tennis coach
this is only the second year for
Volleyball at WSU. There are
also
only
2
returning
letterwomen-Jenny Griswold. a
soph and Linda Klein, the Capl.
a senior. The team is managed by
F.arlene Tucker, an elementary
major.
In the varisty match al Ohio
Northern, Karen Elliott served 7
straight points when WSU was

down 5-13 in the second game
•i- put WSU back in the running
and was high scorer with 10
points. WSU won the second
game 16-14. but lost the other
two 7-15 and 8-15. Cherl Savior
led the JV match with 12 points.
Game one's score was 17-15.
game two 15-11.
Against
Xavier
and
Wilmington, WSU won both
matches.
Wilmington
beat
Xavier.
Wooster beat WSU in the
quadrangular, as did Akron and
BGSU. However WSU retaliated
to beat Willenberg Tuesday
night 15-3. aft. r losing to
Cedarville and
Capitol on
Monday. The JV. however, beat
Capitol 15-7, 15-9. Their record
stands al 2-0.
The Raider girls meet pov/erful
Mt St Joseph, who beat
Cedarville pretty severely, at
home tonight at 6:30 pm.
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and The Sig Eps. Perhaps the
division title will be decided
November 8th, when the powerhouses collide.
AAAS of IM women's touch
.football, came within two yards
c'. victory over ".he Kappa Weinersnitzels in their fourth meeting
October 24. The AAAs offense
has been inept all fall against
Kappa. Late in the second half
quarterback, Cathy Rouhier,
tossed an aerial bomb 30 yards
to receiver Gerr Dykstra. who
caught the football and dashed
to the two yard l>nc. "We call
the play our cross pattern," said
AAAS coach Ken Tisor.
Howard Cosell might describe

Association of
College Unions International
Will Sponsor these tournaments:
BOWLING
BRIDGE
TABLE TENNIS
CHESS
BILLIARDS
H interested in participating sign up at the candy
c e n t e r in the University Center by Nov. 8.

t.'ie pass route as a "goal post
pattern." the old Frank rtyan to
Gary Collins trick of the Cleveland Browns' championship
days. But the Kappa defense
tightened up as butter fingers
Jan l-ieser dropped a pass in the
end /.one. So, the AAAS offense
returned to the old times and
choked on the drive.
The Weinersnitze's won the
contest although the score was a
0-0 deadlock since IM rules
award victory to the team with
the most first downs. The Kappa
team edged AAAS 3-2 in first
dow ns.
"We are a young, inexperienced and injury-prone team
that will improve next year."
said Tisor. The Weindersnitzeis
are this year's champs with a 4-0
record over Tisor's team. One
game remains and for the AAAS
an upset could ease the pain
during the winter.
Tomorrow is the entry deadline for the singles table tennis
tournament to be played 4-6 pm
in the Game Room of the University Center on November 12
and 13. Sign up a*, the equipment counter in the locker room
of the PE building.
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Reflections is an encounter
by Connie Buchenroth
Reflections is a new book by
Iris Harrelson Maack, a resident
of the Miami Valley, just
released
by
Carlton Press
Reflections
is
a
multidimentional encounter with the
life and experiences of a woman
who had reached what our
society calls success.
Although there are overtones
of women's liberation Eve
Patterson's motives and ideals
transcend any form of politics
Reflections
is a brutal and
realistic book about a woman
who becomes aware of her
necessity
of
unlimited
self-actualization.
Eve Patterson is the manager
of a metropolitan hotel in
Atlanta,
Georgia who
is
constantly on the move in the
business world from Washington
and Florida to the Caribbean
islands. However, with the sharp
and emotional pace of the book
there always travels a comforter
for bofc'n Eve and the reader. She
too is Eve. She is the face that
apper-rs on Eve's mirroi who
listens to all of Eve's troubles
snd bittersweet memories. She is
the nartifor of Reflections that
one Eve calls hi? Eve. She is Untruth that longs to be revealed
and most inevitably the reality
of Eve's continual search.
Everyone who encounters Eve
Patterson wants a part of her
however, few are sensitive
enough to realize her strength.
Her mother. Liza O'Hara. is a
raving
alcoholic
who
is
constantly trying t c manipulate
Eve with unexpected visits and
confessions about her sad state
of independence. She portrays
not only the desecration of
women but also what might
happen to Eve if she were to
continue to be insensitive to her
own needs.
Eve's brother. Smith, is a
superstar athlete who is equal to
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only his inability to see more
than one side of a situation. He
is constantly pretending to
protect
Eve
with
his
pseudo-masculine
pampered
view of the world while at the
same time he is insensitive to her
responsibilities.
Even Waldo
Vandemere, the vice-president of
the hotel chain attempts to
economically manipulate Eve
into giving up the hotel that she
devotes so much time and effort
to.
However,
throughout
Reflections Eve is successful in
keeping control of these people
who attempt to exploi) her. She
inherently maintains the balance
that is necessary to her stature.
Eve Patterson is constantly in
bizarre
situations,
whirling
through the business world into
her personal life. She moves at a
pace that continually rtamands
every emotion from exhilaration
to despair until sije finds a new
peacefulness on a lacation with
her close friend in the Caribbean
islands. Simon is the only pesson
she can really trust; however,
they
maintain
a platonic
relationship until Eve becomes
enchanted with the sincerity and
love for her. Simon is the only
person who accepts Eve and
loves her alth'«i,gh she then
cannot accept him because of
her fear of receiving love. It Is
Big Eve that demands she realize
this defiance.
Reflections is a highly sensitive
book with a murderous pace. It
challenges the reader to total
involvment. The brilliant style of
prose and narrative opens a new
and fresh path for modern
literature. It's theme is deep, one

that enhances the feelings and
ideals of both men and women
!t is the protrait of the unlimitec
human potential in one's owr
awareness. Reflections
is ar
encounter and an experience Ir
sensitivity that is not just ti
challenge
but
irresistible
responsibility.
SALT LAKE CITY (UPl)-Can
cows at the Utah State Prison be
considered as inmates?
State auditor David S Monson
notes that a Utah law makes it
illegal for products made by
inmates to be sold on the open
market in competition with private business.
He said an audit of the prison
uncovered the fact that milk
produced at the dairy f a m was
being sold to commercial outlets.
"There Is a legal question here
as to f ' ether the milk is an
inmate
oduct. After all, the
cows produced the milk."
"I jiuess what I'm really asking
is whether cows are inmates,'
said Monson in asking the attorney general's office to clarify the
situation

Iris Herrelson Maack

Bowling Green dominates its invitational

| Continued from p 101
caught in the middle of the
group of front runners. When
the pack split into two groups,
he got caught in the second
group and couldn't make it up."
Shull
himself
called
his
performance his "best so far,
quite
an
improvement,
actually."
Schul was also high on
Renner's run saying. "Bruce is

starting to come along. Both he
ami John (Russell) ran together
the whole way and then
(Renner) out sprinted (Russell)
by about three steps." Renner
added, "This was my first
six-mile race I've run."
The course was described as
"very easy" by Schul noting that
it only had "one small hill which
added only six to eight seconds
(to the times)." Schul said the

competition was not as tough as
at previous meets with "Bowling
Green being far and away the
best."
The Raider lunners trtk up to
Columbus tomorrow to run in a
quadrangular meet against host
Ohio State. Cincinnati, and
Ashland who was last year's
NCAA Division 1"! champions,
but who is also as tough as last
year," accoring to Schul.

Doctor's Bag

Breast fondling can cause pain
by Arnold Werner, Ml)
| Q | About one week after my
period ends my breasts get very
sore and sensitive This lasts until my next period. What causes
this and what can be done about
it?
Could it be because my boy
friend fondles me too roughly?
Is the soreness connected with
orgasm? Are my bras too tight?
| A | Women often experience
some breast tenderness before
the onset of their menstrual
period (a "real" menstrual
period, not what OCCUR with the
pill). Such tenderness is due to
hormonal changes that are part
of the menstrual cycle. Birth
control pills themselves can produce breast tenderness and so
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can too tight a brassiere. However, a tight bra produces breast
lumps as well as tenderness.
Breasts are easily traumatized
as they are made up mainly of
fatty tissue. Black and blue
marks and other evidence of
damage should be apparent if
injury has occurred. This leads
us back to your boyfriend. It
could be that he is fondling you
too roughly or just fondling you
tco much. Breasts respond to
stimulation with the swelling of
the mammary tissue as well as
the nipples and the tenderness
could be sc .ondary to the swelling. In addition to alleviating
the pain, you might forestall the
onset of boredom if you get him
to decrease his efforts somewhat.
|QJ I have been working with
an oxygen-aceiylene welding
outfit in my home basement.
Everything had been going fine
until last night when I took a
deep breath and my lungs hurt.

Although breathing is normal
this morning, I am wondering
what gases I might be inhaling
vihen the oxygen, acetylene and
steel react. 1 don't know the
chemical composition of the
steel, I just find scraps in yards
and dumps. Since the open windows don't seem to provide adequate ventilation, I thought a
breathing mask might help, but I
don't know anything about
masks.

those containing copper, do
produce toxic fumes. People
who weld copper-bearing metals
are generally advised to wear a
mask that not only filters par
tides from the air, but contains
a canister with material which
will absorb certain gases. An
appropriate mask can be obtained from dealers in industrial
safety equipment. They are
listed in the Yellow Pages under
Safety Equipment and Clothing.

IA | A wide vai i'.-iy of gases
are produced in the welding process. The type of gases generated
are dependent upon tne nature
of the material being welded and
the types of chemicals the metal
had been treated with. By and
large, welding does not seem to
be an especially dangerous procedure from the point of view of
poisoning oneself with gases.
However, adequate ventilation is
still important.
C e r t a i n metals, especially
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[Q1 My girlfriend claims that
there are drugs that would grow
hair on my chsst. I don't believe
this is possible. 1 have a lot of
hair but it is like "peach fusz."
Would hormone injections stimulate the hair follicles to grow
and darken?
I've been meaning to get this
Question off my ches. for some
time now.
| A ] There are no drugs that
can safely be used to grow hair
on one's chest, or anywhere else.
The administration of male hormones for such a purpose would
be highly dangerous and probably
effective.
The major determinant of
b o d y hair distribution and
appearance is genetic. Of the
changes which begin at puberty,
the appearance of hair or. the
chest and body is the slowest
and latest to develop. Body hair
often continues to increase in
amount and distribution into the
twenties.

